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NOR'IliERN CALIFORNIA IRISH 'VK)LFHOUND CLUB

BOARD MEETING - NOVEMBER 11, 1989

The meeting was called to order at 2:50 P.M. by President Greg Shaw at the El Rancho Tropicana Coffee Shop
in Santa Rosa, california. Present were: Suzanne
McCombs, Greg & Marilyn Shaw, Fred & Angie Poole
Harris, Terry & Robin Burchett, Chuck & Arline
Stockham, Ken Taylor, Bruce & Caroline Falconer,Ken
and carol Gabriel, Teresa & Bill Butler, Larry &
Penny Worel and Deana Worel. The Minutes of the
previous meeting were approved as printed in the last
Bugle.
SECRETARY'S REPORT-The following new applicants were
read: Nonn & Shelly Hawkins, Nancy Seke:rwitz, Diana
& Ronald Soares, Betty Otto, Ellen & Jim Kroll, Chris
Lindseth & Christine McKernan, Gary & Linda Shaw
Fairbanks. MSP that all new applicants read be
accepted into the Club. Welcome! !
TREASURER'S REPORT-The bank balance as of 10/31/89 is
$5,365.14 with all bills paid. Only conmercial ad
revenue is yet to come from Specialty ads. As shown
in The Bugle,the Specialty made $558.07.
MEMBERSHIP-Greg Shaw asked for approval of the new
membership application which includes si;:onsors names
and names of dogs owned. MSP to accept application.
AKC CORRESPONDENCE - President Greg Shaw received a
request for contributions to the South carolina SPCA
for help in caring for displaced animals from Hurricane Hugo.
NCMrNATING CQ\1MITI'EE: The following corrmittee was
established for 1990/91 officers and board selection:
Chairperson:Pen ny Worel Members: Robin Burchett and
carol Gabriel Alternates: Karen Corriea, Ken Corriea
& Arline Stockham.
1990 SPECIALTY: The Specialty will be held in the same
place as 1989 with the i;:ossiblity of going inside if
the weather is terrible. Sonana Joe's will be used for
the dinner and the Quality Inn will be our headquarters
hotel. Suzanne l\t::Cornbs will be show chainnan. Janet
Souza will handle conmercial ads. Linda Souza will
handle private ads. Hospitality will be Agnes Tara.
Trophies will be Greg Shaw and Trophy Donations will
be handled by Kathy Smith. MSP to give Kathy Smith a
$75.00 budget for soliciting trophy donations. Ken
Gabriel will be Grounds Chainnan. Tent Set-Up will be
done by Chuck Stockham. Jenny Clark will be lunch &
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dinner Chainnan. Publicity will be handled by Linda
Souza. carol Gabriel will handle the raffle. OUr
photographer will be Ken Corriea. Sunshine Video will
be contacted regarding the video of the Specialty.
Robin & Terry Burchett have volunteered to Chair the
1990 Lure Course. Belle Ha)'Js has volunteered to
decorate our tables in an Irish fashion. Larry Worel
will pick up the judges. Members asked that the ring
be bigger next year. Arrangements will be made to
charge $15.00 for night hook-ups at the Fairgrounds.
Tracy Major will be contacted regarding being our ring
steward. Efforts have been made to update our mailing
list for the Specialty. Greg Shaw would like to have
a mailing list of about 500 premium lists. MSP to use
same trophies for Lure Course as Specialty.
1990 B MA'TCH: A discussion took place regarding the
location of the match. The general feeling was to
continue the match at the Souza 1 s home. There will
now be an asphalt surface for the ring.
1991 SPECIALTY - Angie Poole-Harris has volunteered
to be the Show Chainnan for 1991 Specialty. John
Hays asked that all bills to be paid be requested
through the Show Chairman.
MSP to adjourn at 4:15 P.M.
Respectflully sutm.itted,
Linda Souza
Secretary-NCIWC

..
When Rover Can 1 t Floss
Advertising Age reports on the latest advance in pet food:
Milk-Bone T.C. (tartar control) biscuits and rawhide strips.
11 Periodontal disease is a real problem in both the human and the
dog world, 11 said Caroline Fee of Nabisco, which manufactures the
premium-priced product. The new biscuits and strips contain no
medication or fluoride, but have texture and ingredients 11 specially
formulated to control tartar and plaque buildup. 11 Fee said that the
biscuits work because of the 11 scraping action11 that occurs when dogs
bite into the dense-textured treats, which will be on the market early
next year.
-San Francisco Chronicle - Nov.1989

Wine Country KC
Judge: Ann Gallup Marsh

November 11,1989
7/12/1

BOB-Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,WB-Major Acres Queen Grainne - Gabriel/Major
* * FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP * *
BOW,WD-Seachtain's Chauncey of K - Weeks
RWD-Connemara's Skyhawk - Wandruff
RWB-Breez'in by Day - Latunski

Mensona KC
Judge: Carol Esterkin

November 12,1989

6/13/1
BOB,BOW,WD-Castlemaine's Blackmail - Shaw
BOS,WB-Russell 1 s Castlemaine Cybil - Russell
RWD-Seamus Cagney of Tara Hts.- Tara
RWB-Kellcastle's Sumpin' Sweet.- Burchett/Spalding-Prill

Yosemite KC
Judge:Owen Derryberry

November 24,1989
6/8/3

BOB-Ch. MacCool 1 s Lady Molly Rose - Gamrat
BOS-Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOW,WD-Carroy Michael 0 1 Magnum - Rosebrock
WB-Scorpio's Minerva Ryan 0 1 Pool - Pool-Harris
RWD-Major Acres King Thomond - Hite/Major
RWB-Kaelyn ' s Promise of Limerick - Smith/Souza

Golden Valley KC
Judge:James Frank

November 25,1989
7/9/7

BOB-Carroy Michael O'Magnum - Rosebrock
BOS-Ch. MoScail Bridie O'Castlemaine - Doyle
BOW,WB-Russell 1 s Castlemaine Cybil - Russell
WD-Castlemaine's Blackmail - Shaw
RWD-Bailebrae the Marksman - Pense
RWB-Carroy Molly 0 1 Magnum - Cowen
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San Joaguin KC
Judge:Betty-Anne Stenmark

November 26 21989
0 A1/7

BOB-Ch. Sidhe Clooty of Gilla Machree - Heskett
BOS-Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOW,WD-Castlemaine's Blackmail - Shaw
WB-Russell 1 s Castlemaine Cybil - Russell
* * FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP * *
RWD-Major Acres King Thomond - Hite/Major
RWB-Phaererin's Enchanting Eve - Fitzpatrick

II

San Mateo KC
Judge: Emil Klinckhardt

December 3 21989
3/3/3

BOB-Ch. Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,WB-Scorpio 1 s Minerva Ryan 0 1 Pool - Pool-Harris
BOW,WO-Castlemaine's Blackmail - Shaw
RWO-Bailebrae the Marksman - Pense
RWB-Kaelyn's Promise of Limerick - Smith

*

*

*

*

*

*

Some Inportant Corrections
In reporting the wins at the Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club
Specialty in the last issue of the Hounds' Bugle, the incorrect name
was given as Reserve Winners Dog. It should have read :
Fleetwind Brogan - owned by Margaret Brazelton and Lois Thomasson.
In addition, the owners of the Best In Senior Sweepstakes,
Castlemaine' s Blackmail, were omitted by error. They are Greg and
Marilyn Shaw. Apologies to all. - Ed.

Reproduction Items
Large litters can shorten gestation time.
Larger bitches generally have longer cycles.
Length of cycle often increases with age.
Abnormally frequent cycles are often linked to fertility problems.
Even low-level hypothyroidism may affect fertility.
Oxytocin shots will stimulate lactation.
- Kennel Healthline
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This "Mother Goose and Grinm" by Mike Peters is dedicated to
Jamie Newell-Lawler's Casey. In fact, it is Casey; she recognized the smile. "Anything for a couch!" says Jamie.

More On The Ethoxyguin Controversy

"

"

•
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The Ethoxyquin "scare" will apparently not go away. Dog club
newsletters from across the country are sending out warnings and
listing examples of health problems that might be associated with foods
being given their pets. Pet food manufacture rs must be receiving
many 'phone calls of inquiry as indicated by the plethora of hand-out
sheets found in stores where pet foods are sold. Ph.D.'s, D.V.M. 1 s and
even the FDA have come to the aid of Ethoxyquin and one wonders why.
Why use a chemical with insecticida l properties that engenders the
slightest question of safety?
To quote Francis A. Kallfelz, D.V.M. in one of the handouts:
"Why is it necessary to use preservativ es in pet foods at all? The
answer is based on the chemistry of fat. Fat can be saturated or
unsaturated . 1 Saturated' means that the molecules of fat contain as
much of the element hydrogen as possible. Unsaturated fats, on the
other hand, have space for more hydrogen atoms in their molecules.
Certain unsaturated fats, when exposed to heat and air, gradually
undergo oxydation: the spaces in the molecules that are not saturated
with hydrogen chemically react with each other, resulting in the
breakdown of the fat into smaller chemical compounds, which frequently
have very unpleasant odors. This process is called rancidity - the fat
has become rancid.
"Fat preservativ es are used in pet foods to prevent rancidity. If
they were not used, the rancid fat could have a toxic effect on an
animal eating t he food. • • , • The initiation and progress of rancidity
can be delayed or prevented if antioxidant s are present in the fat,
These compounds prevent the reaction of oxygen with the fat, thus
protecting it from breakdown."
Dr. Kallfelz (who writes about nutrition in Cat Fancy magazine) goes
on to defend Ethoxyquin, saying that it has been used in pet food for a
long time, This is not a criterion, however, when we look at the
lengthy list of things once thought safe for humans to eat or drink
that are now found to cause all sorts of horrible diseases - and worse!
There is an addendum to the original Elaine Campbell article in the
Rocky Mountain Irish Wolfhound Association newsletter just arrived,
which might be of help to anyone having uncertainti es about what i s
a safe dog food. In checking dog food labels, if Ethoxyquin is not
listed, call the 800 number on the label. Dog food companies are not
required to list any ingredient that is added before they make their
product, Some companies buy animal fat that has already been preserved
with Ethoxyquin. P.S.It is also found in canned foods and in "snacks".
Some people to contact:
Elaine Campbell (who is the originator of the inquiry)
Cam-Belle Kennels
96 Prospect Hill Drive
'phone (617) 335-1856
North Weymouth, MA 02191
and
Sonja Ostrom (compiling dog food & Ethoxyquin data)
'phone (303) 455-0023
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Paralysis In Pets
by Tania Banak
Information Specialist
University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine

Pets can become paralyzed for many different reasons. What's
important is that owners recognize early signs of problems and call
them to a veterinarian's attention for diagnosis. In many cases,
treatment is more beneficial if it is started early.
According to Dr.C.W.Smith, a veterinary surgeon at the Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine at Urbana, paralysis does not always
occur suddenly. "Early signs may include neck and back pain," he points
out. "The owner may notice the animal hunching its back, guarding its
neck from pain by holding the head down and using only its eyes to look
up at its owner. It may show sensitivity in the neck or back area,
stumble, scuff its nails or walk on the tops of its feet, or generally
walk in an incoordinated way as if it were drunk. More obviously, the
animal may have a reduced ability to use parts of its body or may be
unable to use them at all." With any of these signs, the animal should
see its veterinarian who will thoroughly evaluate it to find out if the
problem is due to disease, trauma, tumor, poison or a birth defect such
as malformed vertebrae.
In dogs, paralysis is most commonly caused by spinal disc problems.
Long-backed dogs are especially prone to these. "Once the veterinarian
has narrowed down the cause, he or she can tell the owner whether
treatment is likely to be helpful, how much it may cost and what
quality of life the animal can be expected to lead," Dr.Smith says.
"Then the owner can decide what is to be done."
Options may include medical treatment or surgery. Surgery has some
risks and may be expensive, so it is usually recommended only if the
risks are outweighed by the possible benefit.
Paralysis due to spinal cord problems often cannot be prevented. Yet
once it occurs, there are procedures that can relieve it. In some cases
the paralysis might even be eliminated. Early treatment helps this
scenario.
Some veterinarians may not feel comfortable doing spinal surgery or
may no.t have the necessary equipment. In that case, the pet may be
referred to a hospital with specialized equipment and staff.

Acorns are toxic to dogs if ingested. Some varieties can be
fatal. If you suspect your dog has eaten an acorn, contact
your veterinarian or poison control center immediately.
- Bottom Line
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The Christmas Puppy
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The Electronic Scat
The Photo-Electronic Talker, a product being hawked by Animail PetCare Products, allows pet owners to make recordings of their
admonishments - "Don' t you dare!" ••• "Bad dog!" - which are activated
automatically when the pet comes within 12 to 15 feet of the device.
The Talker can be tucked into a corner of the new divan, for
example, to tell the dog "Get off that sofa!" when he has a
comfortable nap in mind. The list of uses is quite long!
- San Francisco Chronicle 11/89
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Pet Portraits
from The Wall Street
The scene is Sotheby 1 s auction house in New York. The gavel falls at
$577 ,ODO for a painting. It is not a 14th century triptych nor a
Raphael madonna. It is a painting of a dog. Specifically, Neptune, the
Newfoundland owned by the late Sir William Giles and painted by Sir
Edward Henry Landseer.
The price was a record for a Land seer, the 19th century 1 s .
pre- eminent animalier - a painter of pets, usually dogs, cats and
horses. The gathered Sotheby art-lovers were properly appreciative of
Neptune's finer qualities and no one was particularly surprised by the
price. Old masters now routinely fetch six figures , and new masters
want to hang Fido over the mantlepiece.
"Ten years ago," says the proprietress of one of New York's antiques
shops, 11 if you had said you ran a gallery of dog paintings, people
would have said 'Well, that's nice. What do you do for money? ' Now,"
she says, "it 1 s a phenomenon. Good-quality pet portraits that sold for
$2,500 ten years ago , sell for $10,000 today ."
One of the leading animaliers of this century is Count Bernard de
Claviere d 1 hust. He earns as much as $250,000 per work for his
painting~ - commissioned by arri vistes who seek instant aristocracy,
and by members of the old guard , who cling to their love-affair with
their animals.These days the count is very busy.
The count 1 s most important painting to date is of Queen Elizabeth
1
II s brood mare "Burmese" and her corgi "Smokey," commissioned by the
French government as a gift to Her Majesty. He tells of fidgeting in
his starched 'white tie and tails', the Order of the Knight of Malta
around his neck, as he waited to be presented to HRH. She paraded down
a staircase, he says, nodding at every guest, " looking so, so
serieuse. 11 Then the queen spotted the count and "jumped on me ," he
says, declaring that he had captured the wary glare that the horse
bestows on unruly crowds at the annual trooping of the colors. "The
eye, the eye, 11 exclaimed the queen, 11 is fabulous! 11 Buckingham Palace
neither confirms nor denies the story, but says that the painting does
hang in the queen's private collection.
"There is a long and respected tradition of Anglo-Saxon sporting art
created by the English way of life," continues Count de Claviere. "The
English gentry spread the fashion all over the world. 11 The count has
moved from Lyon, France, to Lexington, Kentucky, to Oyster Bay, Long
Island, to capitalize on this fashion,
Pet portraiture is booming not only at the high end of the market.
Business is brisk for animaliers like the New York secretary who does a
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few paintings of pets a year for $100 to $2,500 per work for friends.
Is it art? Some experts consider pet portraits absolutely ghastly - a
step above kittens-in-a-basket greeting cards. But the genre has been
given a boost in respectability by the recent publication of "The Dog
In Art, From Rococo to Post-Modernism" by New York University Professor
Robert Rosenblum, better known for his scholarly writings on cubism and
20th-century art. After all, even Diego Velazquez painted horses.
The dynamic equestrian paintings of 18th-century artist Jean Louis
Gericault are now considered near-masterpieces, although he didn't
achieve artistic respectability until he turned to portraits of the
insane . Perhaps the greatest is the 18th-century master George Stubbs,
who combined brilliant anatomical understanding with superb
naturalistic technique. Though Stubbs died in poverty, out of favor
with the duke-and-duchess set that had patronized him, his paintings
now sell for more than $1 million.
like many schools of art, the pet genre follows strict conventions .
Animals must be painted head-on or in full profile, at rest and in
front of a charmingly innocuous background. Contemporary animaliers
feel these dictates undermine creativity. McCormick reaper fortune
heir, Mark McCormick, paid six figures for an enormous .count de
Claviers portrait of his three West Highland Terriers. Though the
background of gargantuan trees breaks all conventions, Mr. McCormick
loves it and has hung it over his bed. After all, a lot of wealthy
people don 1 t care whether the painting of Rover will ever be sold at
Sotheby ' s for a record price. They just love their little dogs.

Penny Watch
A zinc-induced hemolytic crisis with such signs as acute anorexia,
vomiting and anemia all leading to a life-threatening situation can be
the result of swallowing a penny. All pennies minted since 1983
contain about 96 percent zinc, making them basically "copper-plated
zinc wafers", and they are deadly if they are allowed to dissolve
slowly inside a pet - or a child.
- Cornell Univ. Animal Health
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California Governor Deukmajian signed into law Senate Bill
#428 which is a strong generic vicious-dog law with a
pre-emption clause (which means no municipality in
California can enact a breed specific ordinance).
- American Dog Owners Association

"Oh, dear! And we didn't get anything for him!"
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Please note. new deadline: Any article or matter of club
interest to be printed must be recieved by the 5th of the
month publication is due. The Hounds ' Bugle is published
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Did you hear about the dog that whelped near the highway
because the sign said "FINE FDR LITTERING"?
- Your Family Pet

Tooth Care
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Unlike people, carnivores do not chew their food. Most of their
teeth are designed for tearing and shearing meat f~om a carcass before
slightly masticating it with the molars and swallowing it.
Dry foods are best for canine teeth because they are abrasive, which
helps remove plaque from the crowns of the teeth, and because they are
less likely tha~ canned foods to become packed in the gingival
crevices. Semi-moist foods are most likely to adhere to the
interproximal areas of the incisors or to be trapped between crowded
and rotated premolars. Generic pet foods are inexpensive, but their
nutritional quality is less than desirable. An inadequate level of
nutrition can cause dental problems almost as quickly as can chewing
bones. A pink, purple or gray tooth is a dead tooth.
To keep teeth healthy and plaque-free, owners must come in contact
with their pet's teeth. Many young dogs, especially if they
hypersalivate, will have gingivitis and calculus deposits before they
are even one year old. Most pets need preventive care by the time they
reach three years of age. If the owner begins brushing the pet's teeth
when the gingival tissue is healthy, he can usually keep the them
healthy by brushing them once or twice a week. Once a pet has developed
periodontal disease , daily brushing and use of a WaterPik is required
to keep the condition in check. Most owners will not do this, so
prevention is the key word.
Home care is most effective when the dentifrice is brushed
vigorously below the gum line. Commercial dentifrices are available,
and an adequate one can be made by mixing 1 tablespoon of baking soda,
1 teaspoon of water and ! teaspoon of garlic salt (for palatability).
This makes a paste that most dogs will accept. If the dog is a cardiac
patient, substitute salt replacers and garlic powder for the baking
soda and garlic salt.
To get a dog to tolerate having its teeth cleaned, begin by rubbing
the teeth with a piece if cheesecloth dipped in bouillon and wrapped
around the index finger. Start at the front teeth, and as the dog
becomes accustomed to having its teeth rubbed, extend the excursion
around to the cheek teeth, concentrating on the outside surfaces. The
dog' s tongue will clean the inside for now. Reward the dog with a
treat, a meal or a play period after each cleaning session.
When the animal is comfortable with this procedure, switch to using
a commercial toothpaste and a soft toothbrush - a child's or one
designed for canines. Don't use toothpaste meant for humans because the
detergents in them can cause frothing, foaming and even gastric
distress when swallowed. The brush is moved forward and backward,
parallel to the gum line with the bristles in the gingival crevice.
An animal with a healthy oral cavity will eat better, have better
breath, enjoy better overall health and temperament and be more
acceptable in its home.
- Edward Eisner, D.V.M.
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OUR WILDLIFE PAGE

Beware:

Killer Balloons
The release of festive balloons into
the sky to celebrate parades, special
events, fairs, and promotions can mean
slow, painful starvation or suffocation
deaths for untold numbers of wildlife
each year. An estimated 95 percent of
all helium balloons, including the
increasing(1· popular mylar and latex
balloons. released into the atmosphere ·
are not recovered.
Defenders of the latex balloon
releases claim that these are biodegradable upon exposure to saltwater or sunlight. This may be true, but the process
can take up to two months. During this
time wildlife can consume or get caught
in the deadly plastic.
Marine mammals seem to be particularly vulnerable. Harbor seals, sperm
whales. dolphins, sea turtles, and sea
lions have been documented dying from
ingesting mylar or latex balloons. Sea
turtles and other marine animals mistake the floating balloons for jellyfish.
The consumed balloons create blockages in the stomach, throat or intestines.
Sea birds are also in danger of ingesting and slowly dying from the balloons.
ISAR urges members and organizations not to use atmospheric balloon
launches to celebrate events because of
their potentially deadly impact on wildlife and the environment. •

six-pack holders - the
P lastic
rings used for canned beer, soft
drinks, oil, etc. - have become an
ocean hazard to birds and other
marine life.
BACKGROUND: The plastic
holders get in the water after being
left on the beach by careless sun
lovers; they then wash into the
ocean. Or they're dumped into waterways along with tons of other
garbage and gradually make their
way into the oceans, or they're
dumped into seaside landfills and
erosion or wind propels them into
the water. Once they're floating in
the sea, they're potential hazards to
marine life.
DID YOU KNOW?

•Six-pack holders are virtually
invisible underwater, so marine ani·
mals can't avoid them.
•Gulls and terns - birds that
frequent recreational areas and
dumps near the ocean - sometimes
catch one loop around their neck>'
·while fishing. Then they snag an·
other loop on a stationary object.
Result: They drown or strangle
themselves.
•Pelicans catch fish by plunging Into the water. Occasionally, one
will dive straight into a six-pack
ring. Result: The bird ends up with
the ring stuck around its bill; unable
to open its mouth, it starves to
death.
•Young seals and sea lions get
the rings caught around their
necks. As they grow, the rings get
tighter, and the animals suffocate.
Some states now require six-pack
rings to be photodegradable which means they break down in
sunlight after 30 days - but that
doesn't deal with the short-term
problem.
THINGS TO DO:

•Birds are often desperate for
water in winter, when the.ground is
frozen. A heated birdbath can help
hundreds of birds to survive.

•Before you toss six-pack holders into the garbage, snip each circle with scissors.
• When you're on the .beach,
pick up any six-pack rings you find
and take them with you. Snip them
up before you throw them away.
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than 100 million <ions and cats in AmeriW ithca,more
the sheer numher of flea collars used and
thrown away every year - 50 million - makes them a
potent force.
DID YOU KNOW?

•The pesticide on some flea collars finds its effectiveness in permanent nerve damage. The pet absorbs
the chemical into its system until its tissue reeks of the
toxin and paralyzes the bugs.
• Chemicals .found in pet collars include: Pipermylbutoxide (prolonged exposure can cause liver damage), DDVP (dichlorvos, which, according to Harrow-;
smit.h magazine, "can cause cancer, nerve damage and
mutations in animals"), and carbaryl (which "may cause
birth defects in dogs").
THINGS TO DO:

• Order citrus-oil sprays or make your own. Run
orange or grapefruit skins through a food processor,
then_ simmer with s()~E! water. After..the pulp is cooled,
hrush into your pet's fur with your
hands. Remember to use only skins,
Rabies halted
as fruit juice will make the fur too
hicken-head baits dosed with
sticky.
live vaccine have successfully
•Try adding brewer's yeast and
stopped the spread of rabies, via
garlic to your pet's food. Fleas hatf'

C

it.

•Look for products containing
rnethoprene, which interferes with
the development of flea larvae.
San Francisco Chronicle

foxes, in Swiss valleys. The technique may now be used in Italy and
West Germany. (New Scientist Vol
97, No 1340)

The Hounds' Bugle is published 6 times a year. Articles submitted
for publication are welcome and solicited; the editor reserves the
right to edit or refuse. Those printed are the opinions of the
authors and don't necessarily reflect the views of the editor or the
club. Deadline for material is the 5th of the month of
publication. Permission to reprint is granted to other IW clubs only
if credit is given to Northern California IW Club Hounds' Bugle.
Subscriptions are $7.50 a year or free with club membership.
Advertising rates are: full page with photo - $20.00
full page w/o photo - $15.00
half page w/o photo - $ 8.00

MAX.
For the life of your dog.

Only the Nutro MAX line utfers
the consistency of a chicken, rice
and lamb diet for all stages of your
dog's life.
Proper nutrition and a consistent
diet are at the heart of a dog's health
and happiness.The chicken, rice and
lamb formula of the MAX product
line offers your dog both proper nutrition and consistency in taste, stool
performance, and skin and coat
conditioning.

At Nutro, 11e've spent t l\'er 60 years
developing the perfect foods for
puppies, ~1dult dogs and older, less
active or overweight dogs. MAX,
MAX Puppy and MAX Special are
each uniquely formulated to provide
the finest ingredients in the proper
amounts to keep your dog happy and
hec1lthy for life.

NutroMAX

The best dog food in the world.

Nulro Products, Inc. 445 Wilson Way. City of Industry. CA 91744
1-(800) 833-5330
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